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Discourse XVIII

“Followers of the Way, what more is there for the resolute fellow to doubt?    The activity
going on right now-whose is it?    Grasp and use but never name-this is called the ‘mysterious
principle.’    Come to such understanding as this, and there are no dharmas to be disliked.

“A man of old said:
        My mind turns in accordance with the myriad circumstances,
        And this turning, in truth, is most mysterious.
        Recognizing my nature while according with the flow,
        I’ve no more joy nor any sorrow.”

Over the previous six days I’ve been talking about why it is, and how it is that the self ap-
pears, and I’ve also been talking about the fact that this world is never fixated.    In common
speech we say that this self dies, this self which has appeared dies.    Where does it go when it
dies?    It’s the teaching of Tathagata Zen to say that the self which has appeared from the condi-
tion of the origin, the condition of the source, then hides itself back in the condition of the origin.
In general we use these words “living,” and “dying.    Life and Death.”    But in Tathagata Zen we
explain them to say that living is simply the activity of tatha-gata, thus going, and dying is sim-
ply the activity of tatha-agata, thus coming.    They’re nothing more than that.    They’re just sim-
ply part of the natural principle of nature.

Without these two opposing activities of what we can call life and death the self would
neither appear, nor would it disappear.    

The, for instance, activity of tatha-gata, the activity of living is part of the principle of na-
ture, or we could say part of the activity of truth, or part of the activity of dharma.    It never will
disappear.    And the death activity, the activity of tatha-agata also is part of the dharma activity,
is doing the dharma activity.    There is no way you can name it as something that either disap-
pears or doesn’t disappear.

And as I’ve been telling you, when these two activities do the repetitive cyclical activity
of unification and facing or being in contrast to one another that’s what we call the condition of
the source.    In this condition of the origin there is no thinking self.    And although I know it’s
hard the position of Tathagata Zen is to say, “Practice this activity of the condition of the origin!”
Another way to say this is that the self that has appeared now, without that self disappearing the
condition of the origin can never appear.    So in Tathagata Zen we say that what usually in com-
mon speech is called “to be born,” or “living” we call simply “to appear.” 

When the self disappears (replace underlined part with: “appears”) then for the first time
you can clearly understand the repetitive cycling of the unification and facing that goes on within
the condition of the origin.    And you also need to understand that when the self meets up with
the activity we call the unification of subject and object, or the unification of host and guest, that
is when the self disappears, but when the self meets up with the activity which is the separation
of subject and object that’s when the self appears.    In general this state of unification of subject
and object is called death, but we call it hiding.    What Zen practice is is me telling you to learn
clearly how to manifest the wisdom that clearly can grasp this principle of these two activities of
appearing and hiding.    The activity of appearing comes into existence when the two mutually
opposing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata separate, and the activity of hiding comes into
existence when they become one.    We existent things, all that we’re doing is playing this game
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of hide and seek, we’re just appearing and disappearing.    
So, anyone can do the activity of hiding. (Add:  自らすすんで ...”taking the initiative

themselves.”)    In this case we can say that the person is able to do the dharma activity, from
their own initiative they’re able to do the activity of the unification.    With a strong will your
very self can do this activity of the unification and the separation of subject and object.      So
(But) when the self first appears though it doesn’t have the activity of strong will, nor does it
have the activity of consciousness.      This activity of appearing also, then, is happening will-
lessly.    It’s not happening through will or desire, it’s simply occurring through the natural princi-
ple.    Zen practice is the manifestation of the wisdom that can understand this principle.    So now
if someone asks you what Zen practice is you’ll be able to clearly answer them.    

There are lots of koans like “Joshu’s Mu, “ or “One Hand Sound,” or “How to manifest
one true nature,” and it seems like there are alot of people who are teaching Zen, or studying Zen
doing things like standing up or sitting down, or running, or laughing or crying, or looking this
way or looking that way, but without understanding the principle, they’re just doing these things,
meaninglessly.    But, even though you might not know what you’re doing, or know the principle,
through going through this kind of practice, and having experiences piled upon each other, then
you will come to understand that this movement is the movement of the principle itself.    That’s
why we have you do these kind of practices.    (In the beginning) Even though you don’t under-
stand the principle, (you do this practice of standing up and sitting down, and) we teach in a way
that when you stand up that’s the standing Buddha appearing, that is one way we teach.    Then
there’s a koan, “Show me the Buddha who moves.”    In the beginning you don’t know what’s
going on at all.    But if you move then Roshi will tell you right away, “There!    The moving Bud-
dha has appeared.”    Even though you don’t understand the principle, through doing the these
kind of practices over and over again, slowly the understanding will bubble up in you that you
are following the dharma activity freely.    

Anyway, the beginning of practice is, at least as a temporary way of teaching, to teach
that when tatha-gata and tatha-agata separate the self appears.    This thing that appears is neither
the self nor other than the self.    It’s only when the activity of consciousness begins functioning
that the self is named an I am self by the activity of consciousness.    As I’ve been saying, the
self, when it appears, is never a complete self.    As long as mother and father are still existing the
self is an incomplete existent thing.    The self has appeared here by receiving equally from tatha-
gata and tatha-agata, mother and father, though.    

So I guess you probably have gotten this principle by now, that when it’s the condition of
the origin the two mutually opposing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata are repeating unify-
ing and facing one another over and over again, but when they actually separate, then within the
body of the condition of the source appears the present moment, the present moment which we
call existent things.    

And at the same time as the appearance of the present moment past and future also ap-
pear.    When the self appears simultaneously mother and father appear.    According to Tathagata
Zen you should never think that first mother and father were here and then the self came later.
But, in general when people hear this immediately    they will resist this idea, and say, “No no no,
mother and father were here first.”    Mother and father were born.    When tatha-gata and tatha-
agata separated that is when mother and father were born, it wasn’t as if they were there already.
If I spoke in more detail about this principle maybe you’d get it a little bit better, but I don’t want
to take up too much time talking about it.

And when past and future become one again that is when the present moment disappears,
and again we have the condition of the source.    This activity of the self hiding itself is a very
difficult activity to understand.    Maybe if I spoke for three days about it then people could really
come to some kind of understanding about it.    

When the self appears where does it appear?    Where does it appear?    When the self ap-
pears the self is looking upon the worlds of past and future.    It looks at past and future at the
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same time.    And where does it hide when it hides?    Does it hide in the world of mother or does
it hide in the world of father?    

Because we didn’t get this far and I sort of jumped ahead that’s why the translator got a
little bit lost right before that.

Let’s say the child is scolded by the father, then it runs and hides within the pocket or the
breast of the mother.    But when you go and hide in the safety of your mother’s bosom, is it that
your  father  has  disappeared?  No,  he  hasn’t  disappeared.      When you’re  hiding  within  your
mother’s bosom you’re still recognizing the existence of father (and this is why father can still be
said to be ‘appearing.’)    This is called the practice of no self.        Although you are hiding within
your mother’s bosom, you aren’t rejecting or pushing father away.    You’re still acknowledging
father’s existence.    So you can say that you are splitting your self in two in this sense.    So even
though you are hiding within your mother’s bosom the recognition that you have of your father
we can say that that recognition is just a dream. ( Or maybe, “just the play of consciousness.”    I
can’t hear whether he said “yume” or “yugei” on the tape.    This whole sentence is not clear to me.)    

All you are doing is appearing and hiding, doing this kind of play.    But when you really
meet with the activity of unification, then there’s no need for you to be found by either your fa-
ther or your mother.    

And doing this kind of activity over and over again the newly appeared condition of the
origin appears.    The self is always doing this activity of appearing and hiding over and over
again.    

In  order  to  teach  this  kind  of  activity  in  the  simplest  way  we  teach  breathing  Zen.
Breathing Zen is not just the thing of Buddhism.    Long before Buddhism appeared in India they
had this practice of breathing Zen, and Tathagata Zen has taken this practice up.    Even within-
breathing Zen there are many different types of it.    And I have taught many different styles my-
self.    But what is the true teaching of breathing in Tathagata Zen?    Of course we teach that
through breathing that is how the self appears and hides.    

So lets  sit in zazen and learn about-breathing.      There’s in-breathing and there’s out-
breathing, these two.    Breathing is sucking breath in and pushing breath out, these two activities.
Breathing is divided into these two breathings, in-breathing is the tatha-agata, the female, the mi-
nus, the contracting activity, and out-breathing is the swelling up, the expanding activity, the ac-
tivity of putting out.    

It doesn’t really matter when you’re practicing what type of breathing you begin with, ei-
ther  out-breathing or  in-breathing,  but  let’s  try  in-breathing.      And the true way of  teaching
breathing in Tathagata Zen is to say that when you breath in simultaneously the out-breath ap-
pears.      It’s never the case that simply you can arbitrarily or just as you want to (katte ni 勝手
に)    breath in because when you’re breathing in immediately the out-breath is appearing, and so
there’s this confrontation between in-breath and out-breath that you have to deal with.    

But human beings are very tyrannical and high handed.        Whether you are a man or a
woman, all  of you are arrogant in this way and you just decide arbitrarily that when you’re
breathing in probably the out-breath is resting and not doing anything, and when you’re breath-
ing out the in-breath is probably resting.

But in the beginning of your practice in Tathagata Zen we don’t teach the true kind of
breathing because if we did then it would make all the other kinds of breathing that are being
taught seem like they are not true, or lies, and we don’t want to do that.    It’s not just breathing
that I think about in this way, there are other aspects of Zen too we can think about in the same
way like koan Zen, or shikantaza Zen (or “kanna” Zen ????) in the same way we don’t teach the
true teaching about these things in the beginning, it’s like if you tried to teach the whole thing, or
the true thing to kindergartners (it would confuse them so that ) they couldn’t even understand
what they’re supposed to be learning in kindergarten.    

It doesn’t matter if you really understand it or not but I expect that you at least can recog-
nize the fact that when you’re breathing in you are simultaneously breathing out.    
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Because when you’re breathing in the out-breath is in opposition to the in-breath the in-
breath eventually will arrive at a point of limitation.    And this is just like the talk that I gave
about the condition of the origin, when this point of limitation of the in-breath is reached, then
the activity turns around and goes back to its origin.    And it’s the same with the out-breath,
when the out-breath goes all the way out and reaches its point of limitation then it does an about
face and returns home to its own home town.    And always within this process in the middle
somewhere the in-breath and the out-breath will meet one another.      

But within the continuation of this breathing the activity of jonetsu, the activity of the
heat of feeling comes up, and so when jonetsu arises    then when the two breaths meet one an-
other they’re no longer able to unconditionally simply interpenetrate each other and go to each
other’s sources any more, they can’t do this activity of breaking through anymore.    

And so although this is just the same as my explanation of the activity of the condition of
the source, within this activity of breathing inevitably the condition of separation will occur.
That’s when the child is born.    So you should understand that also through breathing practice the
condition of the source will appear.    And of course you should understand that there is nothing
which makes up the content of breathing other than this same activity which forms the entire cos-
mos, and all the existent things in the cosmos.

But if we teach students and only give them breathing koans, and they just have to sit in
the zendo mmmmmmm breathing, then it’s no fun, and then they get bored, and then they quit,
and then (of course) it’s not practice anymore.    And that’s why we have the practice of “kinhin.”
Especially when I was practicing we placed a lot of importance in the practice of kinhin.    When-
ever you are doing any kind of activity that is kinhin, but we also have this special kind of kinhin
called gyodo.    So everybody is sitting there, and then the clappers clap, and at once everyone,
after the joko says, “gyodo,” everyone stands up.    Everybody should stand up at once together.
It’s wonderful.    (I wonder if the translator really understood?)    It’s wonderful!!!    Is there any-
thing more wonderful than this?!    Men and women are standing up together!    Together they are
all manifesting the standing Buddha.    Is there any condition of the source outside of this?    If
someone here thinks that there is a condition of the source other than this come right now and tell
me!    

When you’re doing zazen and you’re doing your in-breathing practice you have both
heaven and earth as your content.    When your doing zazen the heaven and the great earth have
appeared as one.    The form of zazen is the form where man and woman have appeared together.
It’s wonderful.    Whether it’s the form of standing of the form of sitting they’re the same.

The standing Buddha starts chanting, and then everyone starts chanting with the standing
Buddha, some people’s voices are like cranes, some people’s voices are like pigs, some people’s
voices are like dogs, (some are like elephants)    but everybody is chanting together.    Now proba-
bly the details of how you do this kinhin practice differs from dojo to dojo, but anyway, when
you chant “kan” then everybody is manifesting as this voice of “kan’ together.    And of course
when you chant kan this kan has both man and woman as its content.    Then of course right after
manifesting kan you manifest “ji.”    

So there’s one way of thinking that when you say kan in this kan there are both the male
activity and the female activity.    And when you say as well, when you are manifesting the sound
of “ji” the ji also has both male and female activities.    But then there’s another way of thinking,
to look at your self through time, through this walking practice, and look at the self which said
both kan and ji, and see that this self that said “kan ji” also is manifesting both the activity of
man and the activity of woman.    Both of these ways of thinking are fine.    If you want to think
that when you say “kan” that that is manifesting both the male and female activities, that’s a
good way to do kinhin, and if you want to think that when you say “kan ji” you’re manifesting
the activity which has both male and female as its content that’s also fine.    When this activity we
call thinking comes up then both of these ways of thinking are possible and so neither of them
are wrong.    But no matter how you think about it when you say “kan” and you manifest kan
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with both the male and the female activities then there is no need to think.    
When you manifest both plus and minus that is the manifestation of the great Tathagata.

That is the manifestation of true love.    Either way you do it is fine, and there really is no differ-
ence between them.

Kinhin of course is walking.    Through your walking where are you going?    So, where
are you going?    And when you’re sitting as well you are sitting with both the activities of man
and woman as your content.    There is no great absolute space, great universe outside of this.
And when you stop doing zazen and you stand up that is also the manifestation of the great cos-
mos.    But the moment you start thinking, “That woman’s form when she sits is beautiful, but
that guy looks like a potato when he sits.”    Of course that is no longer the manifestation of the
great cosmos.    

If the translator can translate that he’s gotten better at translating.
So with each of these syllables that you chant, where are you going?    Every moment

plus and minus are your content.     Every moment therefore the great absolute space is being
manifest.    So where are you going?    I think some of you are working on this koan.    The reason
why I talked about kinhin today in teisho is that I think people who have this koan have some
questions about it.    So everybody, when you are doing kinhin where do you go?      Just as you
are walking in your kinhin the great cosmos is walking.    But the moment you start walking you
recognize this world of walking and think that the great cosmos is walking within this world.
There is no absolute space outside of the absolute space.    There is no activity of absolute space
outside of absolute space.    But the reason why this koan is difficult for you is because you arbi-
trarily start thinking that there are places for the activity of absolute space to work other than ab-
solute space.    

After the great cosmos is manifest, just like when I was talking about the activity of the
origin, it reaches the point where it no longer needs to do the activity of the great cosmos any-
more, and then the minus activity comes into play, and you do kinhin like this.    Inevitably you
will return to the point of absolute minimum, the smallest point.    

The way I teach is that when you are looking at absolute space as an object you have to
understand that you are existing within absolute space.    When you are moving you are moving
within absolute space.    When the self completely melts in to absolute space then there’s no self,
and there’s no absolute space.    The way of teaching of Nyorai Zen is that this self is never ap-
pearing outside or separate from absolute space.    The self appears within absolute space, and
when the self hides it also hides within absolute space.    You will come to understand that there
is no self outside of absolute space, and there is no activity of the self outside of this simple ac-
tivity of appearing and hiding.    When you understand that then we can call this faith, this word
faith that is used in religions.    

When you are manifesting the incomplete self then you are looking upon absolute space
as an object.    You should understand this principle clearly by now.    

What Rinzai is saying here is that if you understand this “genshi” in the text, this mysteri-
ous principle, and the first character of “genshi” this “gen” is the same “gen” as one of the peo-
ple who is doing the sesshin, Genshin’s gen.... (Interrupted by Roshi....)    In the English version
of the text when they translate genshi as mysterious principle I wonder if it is really okay, this
translation.    From the Zen perspective the feeling I have is that maybe it isn’t a good translation,
but maybe it’s okay to use it, well, I guess it’s okay...    And anyway when you understand this
mysterious principle you’ll understand that there is no truth outside of this principle.    Actually
this word mysterious is not what Rinzai is meaning at all.    What Rinzai is saying is that this ac-
tivity of appearing and hiding has totally transcended any kind of will or consciousness.    This
genshi, then, is zero.    So maybe it is mysterious.    So maybe we can use this word mysterious
and not be too worried about it.    

If you can know this principle which is totally beyond any kind of consciousness, if you
can know this principle which is unknowable, that is when there will be no dharmas to be dis-
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liked.    Because the activities of life and death are both your parents then of course there’s noth-
ing for you to dislike or hate.

In Buddhism and in Nyorai Zen too we call this activity that has both life and death as its
content the activity of heart or mind, kokoro in Japanese.    Complete people have the complete
activity of kokoro as their content.    The complete person has both the activity of man and the ac-
tivity of woman as his or her content.    If you do the incomplete activity of heart/mind that is
when you make an object of absolute space.    And the incomplete self can also be called the in-
complete present moment.    This incomplete present moment of course is looking upon past and
future.    When you make past and future completely your content then there’s no need anymore
for you to look upon God or look upon the devil, for you to look upon father or mother. 

But the manifestation of the complete kokoro is the manifestation of the great Tathagata
but you cannot remain or stay in this manifestation.    The condition of the great Tathagata is the
condition where past, present, and future have all disappeared, have all been hidden.    But when
the great Tathagata divides its own body in two, that is when the worlds of past, present, and fu-
ture appear.

Zen is kokoro.    Zen is learning these two kinds of manifestations of heart/mind.    The
one manifestation of the great Tathagata or the ultimate truth or the one true nature, and also you
must learn the manifestation of the appearance of the worlds of past, present, and future.    

Buddhism says that it isn’t real Buddhism unless you are doing this repetitive activity of
manifesting the world of God and the human world, or the holy world and the world of ordinary
people.    (If you don’t manifest the wisdom that knows that the true self is repeating these two
opposing kinds of worlds, then it isn’t real shukyo.)      The activity which manifests over and
over again both the human world and the world of ultimate holiness that is the activity of mind.

If you lean to one side or another, for instance if you attach or lean to the side of the great
Tathagata then you will reject evil.    And if you attach to the human world in the same way you
will yearn after the world of God, and in the same way you will have to reject what you think is
evil.    In Buddhism we say that the teaching of the repetitive manifestation of at once the world
of God and then the human world, or the holy world and then the world of the ordinary person,
this teaching is not what we usually call religion.    This is what we call shukyo.    And as you all
know when it comes to ordinary religion the religious teaching is to reject the bad God and to
embrace the benevolent God.    And that’s fine, that’s good.    But if you only do that it’s not com-
plete.    So Buddhism makes it very clear to call itself something not religion, something that is
different than religion, and we use the word shukyo.    But we don’t reject religion.    We have re-
ligion as part of our content in Buddhism, but simply we’re not attached to it.    

It seems as if religions are always mutually rejecting each other.    And (but) whatever re-
ligion it is, that religion is striving to help the humans that are believers in it.    (and that’s good)
As I just said though, religious teachings are one sided teachings, and Buddhism is an all bodied
or wholistic (zentaino tachiba wo oshieru oshie 全体の立場を教える教え ) teaching and so
Buddhism is careful to distinguish itself from religion, and call itself shukyo.    It’s fine for every-
body to recognize the existence of Buddha or God, but when you do that then Buddhism has dis-
appeared.    Also you can’t reject God or Buddha.    What you have to do is make them your con-
tent.    When you’ve made God or Buddha your content that is the position of zero.    That is the
condition where it isn’t necessary to do the function of consciousness. 

The day before yesterday I read in the newspaper there were thirty nine people in south-
ern California who died in some way.      And in the newspaper it says that this group of thirty
nine people was some kind of religious group.    And similar things have happened in Canada and
Brazil.    And in the newspaper they call all of these groups religious groups.      But in the Japa-
nese newspapers they use the word shukyo to mean religion, and so they call these religious
groups shukyodantai, and so it’s a big headache for me to have to read this word shukyo in this
mixed up context (because so many reporters in Japan these days don’t know the difference be-
tween religion and shukyo).    
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The conclusion that Rinzai is using here, this poem that he is using here in the text was
originally written by Manola, or Manorhita, the twenty second patriarch after the historical Bud-
dha.    The poem goes:

My mind turns in accordance with the myriad circumstances
And this turning, in truth is most mysterious
Recognizing my nature while according with the flow
I’ve no more joy, nor any sorrow

And I don’t think I need to explain it.    
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